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A b s t r a c t
Some rules for neutrino osclDlations are obtained. The
effects due to neutrino masses are described without assuming
that fflv ifl a email parameter.
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I

n t r o d u c t i o n

The problem of neutrino oecillationa has been uadar
discussion for more than twenty years since the pioneering
papers by B.?onto«orvo L ' J. Recently the problem attracted
much attention. (?or the review of prasent
The phenomenology

status eee L^~5J ) .

of neutrino oscillations hafi been the sub-

ject of a large number cf papers (see e.g. refa.L

\ and

references therein)« In spite of this vast literature and in
spite of the obvious simplicity of the subject it nevertheless
seems iuexhaustable.
In thie paper we derive some new sum rules for neutrino
oscillations (see eqs. '19) and 120)). These sum rules refer
to the total probability of transition of a neutrino of given
flavour i&to all possible flavors of neutrinos and antineutrino
respectively. The most interesting consequences of the sum
files follow in the case of liajorana neutrino masses. Another
minor point ia that expressions we obtain do not assume that
the neutrino mass

/TJyi» small compared to its energy £

.

(Usually in the literature only the fij t nonvaniahing terms
in the Tv>/£

expansion are taken into account).

We consider e two stage process. At the first stage a
charged lepton

Ul of a given flavor

L

( 2-i - € ;ft,t,... )

collides with an infinitely heavy nucleus, whici is situated
at point

Xi,

. Jhe neutrino

'J'L which is produced at

г
this point by charged current пае the energy eoxial to the
energy of the lepton

££

• Cue to the flaTor~nondiagonal

terse Хв. the neutrino паев Lagrangian the state
superposition of ш в

eigenstates

V^

Vi.

is a

«1th the sane energy,

but with different moaenta and helidties. At point

/^

these superposition collidee with another пеату nucleus and
s charged lepton

<*к

or an antilepton

С-к are produced.

Zhis choice of quaeiexpsrinental conditions allows to discues
the properties of oeeillatlons in atoat transparent form, 93»
adaptation of results to the conditions of real experiments
le rather obrioua. Below we derive amplitudes and effeetire
erose-aectiona ior the abore two stage processee. By atoning
theae croaa-sectiona orer flavors ot final leptons and antileptons respectirely we obtain the abore mentioned a m roles.
In the next section the deriration of the general for»
of the S-aatrix for two stage

process

C£ ~* V — * t-^

is

presented» In the subseq aent seetiona sen rales for аове epecial cases of neutrino aaes lagrangian are eoasidered,
plitude of the process

<--L -*\>—+ и к

and nsatrino oscillations

The scheae of the two stage process
is shota on fig- 1, where X± • 0 and X^

PC,^itJ\i (рК)£к,Ак)

t-^—^^L

« W e denote by

' *Ъ* aomentum, energy and

hftllcity of the initial (final) lepton. Due to the large nass
ot the nucloua

<5t =<5л-~<£

• We aaatme that nuclei are

spinless. 2hen only the TOOtor hadronic cia-rents gire contribution to our processes, the amplitudes depend on three «angles

о( , 1?
—»

Ac

and У* , the connection of which with vectors £>c ,
—•

en*

—»

-f

'

Z-. = X?~Xj.

ie shown on fig. 2.

Consider at first the process

u^ ~* V ~ ~ * I - K

with-

out violation of leptonic charge. S-matrix of this process
is equal to

where H., 5 2

and

nuclei states,'

^1» K 2
^r

characterize the initial

- Permi constant,

J/*^X)"

and final
cnRr

8ed

le-ptonic current

(2)
(the

sum is taken over leptonic flavour a ti^ - ^МУ^С}..-

),

1

Jl(xJ - charged hadronic current. As is well known j. * J
oscillations take place under the following conditions:
neutrino with the flavour

is not an eigenetate of hamilto-

nian but is represented by the superposition of diagonal
states

'^•-•Ckfy

.

(3)

the амаев of diagonal states are different

Substituting (3) into (2) we nay express the product of laptonic currents in S-matrix as follows

(5)

where
and l4(pL) . М(Рк) а г е s P i n o r s of the initial and final
leptons, T-product of diagonal fields
Ф/\ and Ч^а
is obrioualy proportional to 0/}g,

-f

~J

(б)

Hadronic currents for heavy eplnless nuclei are represented
Ъу

о «functions

(7)
By using transformation described in appendix 1 we obtain for
the S-matrix (1) the expression

Here

f>A = Jc*-r»i

, £<

7 - normalization volume. Matrix element

H ia a arm over

diagonal neutrino statee. Formula (8) ia valid both for
ТА

Dirac and Majorana neutrino
Л. Г*1<\ > <S

then

• ffote that if for some

Pfy - i i P,\ I

and the corresponding
AL

contribution to M is exponentially aaall: Q' ^
In formula (8) for S the

^IPAlL

6 -function corresponding to

momentum conservation ia abaent because in the scattering
en heavy centre only the energy of scattered particle is
conserved. The cross-section is expressed through

H аз

follows

d(T _ Jt^
where

CIJC^

is the solid angle of momentum

are the relosities of leptooe

Рк ,

n

S't and lTK

t>i and C^ .

. S-matrix for the process

£ • -» \) —f £ ^

«ay be

obtained analogously

^.JLf J
ej ( YJ
(10)

{.product of leptonic currents contains-

< 0177 <F/?fXj ^ в ($ °>
only for llajorana neutrinos.
where

d^i

thet

l e

now the matrix element

deferent froa «его

In this case we пат*

l

б
х

where &д&( ~$)

is given by formula (6). The similar calcur

lation gives the matrix element of

t- i ~* V —* t- к

process

(12)

We have used above the well-known property of Dirac apinors

Рог ftirther discussion it is convenient tc use the spinors
of definite helicity and split representation for

If

matricies. For example we have

(H)
Here

P/J = VС - Л7у9

mass of lepton

. £ ; »l/<£^/tt" * \j £-№L

-iQ-t • The expressions for other amplitudes

are given in appendix 2. In the limit

E»/^i

, when

Mi

may be neglected, only amplitudes (13), (14) are not equal
to zero. To simplify the geometry let us take cL

« 0, that

7
in

jp£

to be parallel to L

• Ihe croee-eectioar-ar*

then easily calculated .

and

1
Formula (15) is a general oneb whereas(16) ±a valid only is
the case «hen diagonal neutrinoi are Majorana particlee. We
aastme «ealc r;xirrenta to be left-handed. In principle it is
not difficult to take into account possible contribution of
right-banded currents» In following sections we consider some
particular oases of neutrino mass matrix*

Let the neutrino mass bagrangian be of the font

Lagrattgian (17) contains only nonsterlle components* Matrix
/97t-^ is' a complex, symaetrio I x I matrix depending on
Ж (Ж + 1) parameters. It is diagonalised by Ж х Ж unitary
matrix

uAi

which contains

/V(A/-±)/'g angles, ^(f^~l)/^,

physical phases and Ж unphysical phases* bet us calculate
the total neutrino flux at point

*&- L*

, The quantities

8

~(T(£i-? t k)

end ^p§(£i-> lk) characterize

UK
К
evidently the flux of neutrino and antineutrino o± flavour К
at this point.
Due to the uniterity of U matrix

&A&
and we see that the total

(18)

neutrino and antineutrino fluxes

separatly do not oscillate:

£i
*) т 17*

&

=

Ж

)
~

. (21)

iScte sum m l e s (19)# ( 2 0 ) втв valid for all energies
The fact that these sum rules are valid separatly for
and Л, {_ ~* t- /(

j j

transitions means that there are no oscilla-

tions between neutrinos and antineutrinoe in Majorana case,
Eote that the presence of antineutrino in the neutrino beam
does net yet mean the appearance of
Consider for example 5 • 2 ( V &
lepton be electron:
then that
of

V/ч

CL

V g —*V*f

V*-*V

oscillations.

and V/W )• Let the initial

a e". The production of

M

means

oscillation takes place, the increase

being due to the decrease of V^. . The sum of

probabilities of
beam is constant,

Ve

end

\>м

presence

in the

ae follows froa formula И 9 ) ( more precisely

proportional to
or

9
У/J- )« ЧВт ttrtal probability to find

VM in the bean Keasmc*& Яр в* and уЧ"*" production i s

also constant, so the овсОИвЭДявв take place only between
and independJacKEjr between Ve. end \fa .
She picture loolos во ем M «Ecetros produce* V e , already
with V e с V/ч adadjctaa?» auA neutrino and antineutrlno.
oscillate later aeparatlyv Ш» «q>litudee of Vfi. and V/^
admixture are proportional sit gwlnt

X ^ * 0 to the elements

of msasi ir*TfT respectively*
3* General case <шГ М а а с plus Ma.1orana

In general case neutrine mmm

lagrnngjeifl contains both

Dirac and Majorana oasa
(22)

Three terms in (22) иву b* written [ 8 J i n the for» of
21x21
mse matrix

Jf
Ом

\

,'A

of ^agmiil nsutcla» state* i s equal
to a t
equal to
Matrix (/4/ «lib 21 x Ж aBtrtx elesjmta 1м in ttde
ease a part of unitary 21 x 2f amtxlx К «feet
diagonal end

(23)
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(24)
Left-handed neutrinos "y-^_

and right-handed n&utrino*'

V / £ (sterile neutrino*)of sort 1 are expressed in terns
of diagonal neutrinos <Рд JJQ the following way

%L ~

(25)

Only I s 21 aatriz
6^)^ enters the description of
the processes
t ^ —* V — * £^,
. Formulae (15) and
(16) for crow sections «re ralid in this ease also but the
unitarity condition now has the fora

KS

S

She second term in (27) corresponds to the contribution
of sterile states (2€) and consequently ^2 U^AK £&& ^ 6/I& •
Eie cross sections of
f-'i -* £к and
&{.~~*£-к summed
over
К
can therefore oscillate as neutrino produced at
point
X±
« 0 can transform into sterile states, She
amplitude of пош/terile component therefore decreases and
the cross section decreases also»

11
4. Dirac neutrinos
In the case «hen only Dirac mass terms are different
from zero the diagonal neutrino states are Dirac states,
She analysis of this possibility ie rather simple - the
cross section of the process
and the process

t^-»^

ъ-С ~* г-/<

is given by (15)

is forbidden. As in the case of

left-handed Над orana neutrinos the cross sections
satisfy the earn rule (19)•
In this paper we did not use the assumption of CP-ccmserretion so our results are valid for general form of complex
matrix

\J

allowing for CP-nonconservation.

5. Concluding; remarks
Let us formulate the mail, conclusions. The consideration
of two step process

*L i ~* V — * -и к

gives the possibility

to take into account neutrino nesses and to obtain the expressions for the oscillating cross sections. In the case of Dirac
and left-handed Majorana neutrino we obtain the sum rule (19)
for the quantities
liajorana neutrino

^r <S~(i~C ~* t %) • I* *be left-handed
ease there is an additional antineutrino

admixture leading to

x

i-i""*'l-fc process. Both components

(neutrino and antineutrino) oscillate independently, the
cross sections

6"Т£7~*£*;)

analogous to (19). Hote that
be abeent but

-t- i ~* г- к

satisfying the sum rule (20)
^~*У*?

oscillations may

transitions take place» For

example if neutrino mass lagrangian consists of just one term
Pl^u ч)е. С Vr-i
and

/ i | ~ - * £•

then there are ao oscillations but Q. —»•/V

transitions are possible.

12
In the most general eaee when neutrino .сам Lagrangian
contains both Dirac and Mahorana maee terms the oscillations
into sterile states are possible»

Ihe suns 21 ~VK^(

ь ~* * ^

h

noaci

**

le

" *

e 4ne

to the presence of left-handed aotineutrinoe and right-handed
neutrinos which do not take part in weak interactions. If right-hunded currents are added sum rules

analogous to considered

above may be obtained. All our conclusions are valid in iche
general case when CP is not conserved.

Appendix 1
The calculation of the matrix eleaent of
-E"i^V^^
Let us calculate

transition

S-matrix for the process of fig. 1

г.п а

]му^Л,4\г{ы(ффр^)})^г-, £>.(1. D
Substituting \6) and (7) into (1.1) and integrating ortr
'and

d 4

we obtain

(1.2)

Charged leptoaa axe d*scrlb«d tear* by plan*

i
V

where V ie the volume of normalization, 0o = Xo(Jfhe constant factor Q.XP(ip}x} -ip^X^ )

•

She integratione over

Alter integration over

Xc

Qo

end

Ус

ie omitted.

are etandard

S-matrii becomes

Integrating over /4,/
we must take into account the
poles of (1.4). On fig. 3 we show the contour of integration
obtained using the Fejtnman rules. Standard integration gives

14

г«

1+toA

J

The term

*/^

is

almost

always much lose than

рд

and may be omitted. It nay be essential for microscopic
lengths, for example, in

<?A -dacay. How (8) ie trivially

obtained» She cross section is expressed

through the square

of S-matrix

Finally we have

K

The calculation of

2-1-» ~v'-» £,}<

S-matrix eleisent

is analogous to calculation considered above»
Appendix 2

tK

HelicitY amplitudes of
transitions

She calculation of nelicity amplitudes is oonrenient to
perform in split representation for

She particles of definite helicity

£

J)

-natrix

« + 1/2

and momentum

are described in this representation by the following
spinors

I:
where E + = |feyt~ ± V 6.-АЦ

.

£

- energy,

_ /-e'^s/.^l r
' ( '%
/
Besides (13) and (14) there are following b^licity amplitudes

VTA VAK

т.
i

с

It is easy to check our calculations assuming all masses equal
to zero and cL • • 0» Then the егозе section of L i -* VK; -• £,
>

process satisfy the equation

16

u

where

СГ,

is the cross section of

lf

B-i~ ^i

transition.
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